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LYNX Technik Enhances greenMachine Rack Frame with yellobrik
Extension Kit
Mix & Match greenMachine and yellobrik modules in a single rack frame
September 23, 2021 – Weiterstadt, Germany – LYNX Technik, provider of modular signal
processing interfaces, announces a yellobrik extension kit for the popular greenMachine rack frame.

The new RYB 6000 is an extension kit for the greenMachine RFR 6000 rack frame, which typically
holds up to two greenMachine modules. This new extension kit is specifically designed to add rack
space for the yellobrik line of throw-down signal processing solutions. Users can now rack both
greenMachine and yellobrik modules in a single system.

This new rack frame extension is compatible with standard sized yellobrik modules and holds up to six
yellobriks, fitting neatly next to the greenMachine hardware installed in the RFR 6000 greenMachine
rack frame. It features built-in power connections and accommodates two power supplies for
redundancy protection.

Both the greenMachine and yellobrik series are well suited for standalone applications, however the
rack frame and rack extension offer a system design approach that provides power redundancy, as
well as saving on cabling, power and space. It also offers the flexibility of accessing modules quickly,
therefore reducing maintenance time.

The RYB 6000 is available now either directly or through the LYNX Technik partner network. More
information at: www.lynx-technik.com/p/ryb_6000
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Caption: Six yellobriks and greenMachine setup in the new RYB 6000 rack frame

About LYNX Technik:
LYNX Technik AG® was founded in 2002 and is now an industry leader and technology provider of software and
hardware interface solutions for real-time signal processing in audio visual environments. LYNX Technik is an
independent privately-owned company with its headquarters, research and manufacturing facilities based in
Weiterstadt, Germany. Sales and Support is covered through secondary distribution channels managed from its
headquarters in Germany, USA (California), and Asia (Singapore).
Product brands include: greenMachine® multi-purpose processing platform, yellobrik® standalone plug-and play
modules, Series 5000™ rack and card-based series, APPolo control system and the Testor | lite 3G digital test
signal generators.
Products include: audio / video / fiber conversion, audio / video distribution, fiber splitters, CWDM mux/demux,
audio embedding / de-embedding, audio delay, image processing, frame synchronizers, test generators, 4K
transmission solutions, as well as a line of rack frames and accessories.
For more information about LYNX Technik’s products & services please visit: www.lynx-technik.com, www.lynxusa.com. For sales please email info@lynx-technik.com. You can also find LYNX Technik on Facebook, Twitter,
and LinkedIn.
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